Retrovirus-polymer complexes: study of the factors affecting the dose response of transduction.
We have previously shown that complexes of Polybrene (PB), chondroitin sulfate C (CSC), and retrovirus transduce cells more efficiently than uncomplexed virus because the complexes are large and sediment, reaching the cells more rapidly than by diffusion. Transduction reaches a peak at equal weight concentrations of CSC and PB and declines when the dose of PB is higher or lower than CSC. We hypothesized that the nonlinear dose response of transduction was a complex function of the molecular characteristics of the polymers, cell viability, and the number of viruses incorporated into the complexes. To test this hypothesis, we formed complexes using an amphotropic retrovirus and several pairs of oppositely charged polymers and used them to transduce murine fibroblasts. We examined the effect of the type and concentration of polymers used on cell viability, the size and charge of the complexes, the number of viruses incorporated into the complexes, and virus binding and transduction. Transduction was enhanced (2.5- to 5.5-fold) regardless of which polymers were used and was maximized when the number of positive charge groups was in slight excess (15-28%) of the number of negative charge groups. Higher doses of cationic polymer were cytotoxic, whereas complexes formed with lower doses were smaller, contained fewer viruses, and sedimented more slowly. These results show that the dose response of transduction by virus-polymer complexes is nonlinear because excess cationic polymer is cytotoxic, whereas excess anionic polymer reduces the number of active viruses that are delivered to the cells.